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IDA/CSA Market Survey on Regulation of Fixed Income Markets

I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Objective of Survey
The objective of the survey of Canadian debt market participants and regulators is to identify whether
any problems or issues exist in the trading practices of participants in the unlisted debt markets in
Canada. The survey results will be used in identifying what the major regulatory issues in the debt
markets are and will be used by regulators as a basis to develop field examination modules for the debt
market. This report represents the outcome of the survey. It sets out market participants’ views on
market integrity and an appropriate regulatory framework for Canadian debt markets.

Process
To meet the requirements of this engagement, Deloitte & Touche LLP (“D&T”) began by working with
the Project Steering Committee (“PSC”) appointed by the Investment Dealers’ Association of Canada
(“IDA”) and Canadian Securities Administrators (“CSA”) to confirm project objectives, timelines and
deliverables. We then worked with the PSC to develop a survey to be used in the process of interviewing
market participants and regulators. We sought the input of the Capital Markets Committee of the IDA
(“CMC”) and the Bond Market Transparency Committee (“BMTC”) in the development of the survey.
We sought the answers to the survey from 29 market participants and regulators through 33 surveys,
interviews and focus groups. The debt market participants interviewed included representatives from
securities dealers, institutional investors, issuers, inter-dealer brokers, retail market participants, industry
committees, Alternative Trading Systems (“ATSs”) and regulators (see Section III of report for specific
breakdown). For the majority of participants, we were able to conduct in person interviews.
Interviewees were assured that individual responses would be kept confidential and that comments would
not be attributable so as to encourage openness in the survey process.

Findings
Our findings have been categorized into two groups: Priority Findings represent the key findings in the
area of market integrity and other areas that will provide focus and direction to the IDA or other
regulatory body in the development of examination procedures. The second category of findings, called
Secondary Findings, represents the other findings from the survey which are not directly related to the
main objective of the survey, but which were raised by interviewees in response to the questions in the
survey.

Priority Findings – Market Integrity
1.

Overall Market Integrity

Concerns about market integrity are minor, although a minority of respondents expressed concerns about
certain sharp trading practices and client confidentiality. A majority of respondents rate market integrity
in the wholesale market as good, and most market participants feel market integrity has improved in
recent years. A minority have some reservations about the fairness of the market, but generally do not
support expanded regulation as a response.
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2.

IDA Policy 5

Policy 5 is seen by the majority of market participants as sufficient for regulating the wholesale fixed
income markets. However, this view needs to be considered in light of how familiar market participants
really are with respect to the specific details of Policy 5. Outside of some traders in the dealers, it
appears that greater education and training efforts are needed on the contents of Policy 5 and any related
internal policies.
3.

Compliance Reviews

The IDA does not currently conduct compliance reviews focused on debt market trading, which in turn
reduces the degree of focus and the resources allocated to debt market activities by in-house compliance
departments. In-house compliance functions place little, if any, emphasis on debt market trading. Inhouse compliance procedures that do exist are not necessarily consistent across firms.
4.

Surveillance of the Debt Markets

Respondents do not believe real-time market surveillance is warranted due to lack of concern over debt
trading issues and the cost that would be incurred relative to the perceived benefits. A minority
supported the use of off-line (after the fact) surveillance reports.
5.

Retail Markets

A strong consensus exists that reforms are needed in the retail market. The primary issue is poor
transparency, which is increasingly an issue in light of advances in transparency in wholesale markets.
Poor transparency can lead to other problems such as unreasonable prices or mark-ups, lack of
understanding of the debt markets, and clients' inability to safeguard their own interests.
6.

The Complaints Process

Market participants, in particular, institutions, are not aware of any formal channels for communicating
their complaints about fixed income markets, especially with respect to market integrity issues. The
complaints process that exists is not transparent to market participants.
7.

Derivatives

Minimal feedback was received on the derivatives market and more research is required in this area.
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Secondary Findings – Market Structure and Regulatory Approach
1.

Transparency in the Markets

The market welcomes incremental increases in price transparency. Many market participants believe
increases in transparency reduce the need for increased regulation as it makes participants’ activity more
visible. Incremental increases to transparency should be staged until the optimal level (not necessarily
the maximum level) of transparency is reached. Participants oppose increasing volume transparency.
2.

Market Liquidity

The priority of market participants is to maintain or improve the current liquidity in the Canadian
markets. Liquidity is a concern even though it is considered fairly good given the relative size of the
Canadian market as compared to the US market.
3.

Market Structure and Innovation

Intermediaries and dealers outside of the bank-owned firms believe that the current market structure
makes it difficult for smaller dealers and foreign entrants to compete in the market. According to some
interviewees, regulatory barriers and the high degree of concentration in the marketplace have reduced
competition and slowed innovation in the Canadian marketplace.
4.

Regulatory Approach

A strong consensus exists in favour of maintaining the current regulatory approach to the wholesale debt
markets, based on establishing principles of conduct and placing primary reliance on self-policing
mechanisms, and against the introduction of more extensive rules and regulatory programs. Most
respondents do not see regulatory problems that would justify significant changes in regulation. Market
regulation should be improved incrementally, focussing on issues as they arise. Many participants
believe improvements in market regulation should begin with specific changes to the IDA's role and
activities. Market participants feel that increased, unnecessary and costly regulation will have a negative
impact on liquidity and that a cost/benefit analysis of proposed regulation should be performed prior to
introducing additional regulation. See the Retail Markets section for comments on the regulatory
approach to the retail markets.
5.

Jurisdictional Issues

In considering the issue of how all participants in the debt markets might be regulated in a comprehensive
manner, survey participants noted two jurisdictional or conflict issues the IDA would face if it were
asked to perform such a role. If the IDA were to regulate institutional clients’ compliance with market
conduct rules, governance and jurisdictional issues would arise. Secondly, similar issues would arise if
the IDA were to regulate electronic debt markets, which could extend the IDA’s role from “member
regulator” to “market regulator”.
6.

Regulatory Arbitrage

Practically speaking, the risk of dealers avoiding market regulation by moving trading activities into
affiliated banks is low. To the extent that such activities are housed there, it appears that the banks
would need to agree to be bound by any new IDA requirements, in a similar fashion to Policy 5.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are based only on the survey interview results, complemented by our
own expertise. We have not attempted to validate any of the opinions expressed by interviewees. Prior
to making recommendations on a broad and complex subject such as regulation of fixed income markets,
we would normally conduct significantly more research in order to substantiate our advice.
IDA Policy 5
1. The IDA’s rules and policies, as set out in Policy 5, should continue to formally apply only to IDA
member firms. Steps should be taken to ensure that the institutional investors are familiar with the
principles in Policy 5 and agree to observe them. The principles of Policy 5 should be incorporated
into institutions’ internal codes of ethics and compliance policies, to the extent the principles apply
to the trading activities of non-dealers.
2. A process should be established for ongoing assessment of the need for changes to Policy 5. All
stakeholders should be involved in the assessment, including institutional investors.
Reporting and Surveillance
3. There is no demonstrated need for real-time market surveillance. The usefulness of exception reports
for market surveillance purposes based on existing trade reporting requirements should be examined,
and based on the results, could be expanded as trade reporting expands with the development of
electronic trading through ATSs and similar trading platforms.
Retail Investors
4. The IDA should take three initiatives to address the issue of retail prices and mark-ups:
4.1
4.2
4.3

The IDA should establish a process to address the need for a rule or policy on pricing and
mark-ups on debt securities sold to retail clients.
The IDA should amend the standards for supervision of retail accounts to specifically address
sales of debt securities and mark-ups.
The IDA should establish a policy requiring all member firms to have internal policies and
procedures in place to govern mark-ups on debt securities, as well as procedures for the
supervision of such activity.

5. The CSA and IDA should establish a process to address the need to improve transparency of debt
market prices at the retail level.
Fixed Income Derivatives
6. We believe it is premature to address the fixed income derivatives market until decisions have been
made on the approach to regulation of the cash markets.
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Role of the IDA
7. The IDA should take steps to clarify its role in the fixed income markets, to increase its presence
with market participants, and to make targeted improvements to its regulatory functions to address
debt market issues.
7.1
7.2
7.3

Compliance with Policy 5 should be administered by the IDA’s Member Regulation
Department.
The IDA should expand their compliance reviews to more fully encompass the debt market
activities of members, including the development of a trade desk module for fixed income
trading. The IDA’s reviews should address specific issues in retail sales of debt securities.
The IDA should establish a clearer complaint process relating to debt market activity for
institutional investors and members. The process should be clearly communicated to all
market participants.

Regulatory Approach
8. We recommend that the current principles-based approach to regulating the wholesale debt markets
be maintained, subject to targeted improvements that will introduce elements of a more proactive,
rules-based approach in specific areas. These areas, including several set out in these
recommendations, should be selected based on demonstrated need or on principles of sound
regulatory oversight. We do not recommend that an expansive set of codified rules be introduced to
regulate the debt markets; reliance should continue to be placed on the principles set out in IDA
Policy 5. The market regulation regime adopted must also recognize changes in market structure that
are occurring as a result of the introduction of electronic trading systems and on-line brokerage
services. The regulatory regime needs to address the entire market, not just the traditional market
structure, and should do so in an integrated fashion.
9. The CSA should engage in broader consultations with other regulators, IDA and the securities
industry going forward when considering changes to regulatory requirements governing fixed income
markets. The regulators should also establish a framework to analyze the cost of proposed new rules
and regulatory processes so that the costs are appropriately analyzed prior to any policy decisions
being made towards the implementation of new regulatory requirements.
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II. PROJECT BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVE
Background
National Instrument 21-101 Marketplace Operation and National Instrument 23-101 Trading Rules were
issued in final form on November 2, 2001. The rules focus on market transparency by requiring market
information to be supplied to an information processor. That information processor will collect and
disseminate order and trade information in real time (or close to real time) and distribute it to information
vendors, news agencies and other customers. CanPX has applied to become an information processor for
unlisted debt securities.
The rules also require all ATSs, inter-dealer brokers and dealers trading unlisted debt securities to enter
into a contract with a “regulation services provider” to ensure market integrity and compliance with
trading rules. An exemption from this requirement is in place until December 31, 2003 for those ATSs,
inter-dealer brokers and dealers that comply with IDA Policy 5.
Until the date on which the exemption expires, the CSA and the IDA are working with debt market
participants to evaluate an appropriate structure for the regulation of the Canadian unlisted debt market.
The CSA and IDA decided to conduct a survey of market participants and other stakeholders to identify
and address any market integrity issues for input into the determination on additional steps that may need
to be taken to regulate the unlisted debt market effectively.
The CSA and IDA engaged D&T to carry out the survey of market participants to identify market
integrity issues and/or problems in trading practices in the Canadian debt markets. D&T was selected as
an impartial third party engaged to collect and report on the information obtained from market
stakeholders.

Objective
The objective of the survey of Canadian market participants and regulators is to identify if any problems
or issues exist in the trading practices of participants in the unlisted debt market in Canada. This report
represents the outcome of the survey. It sets out market participants’ views on market integrity and an
appropriate regulatory framework for Canadian debt markets.
The focus of this exercise and report is on the secondary bond markets; in particular government and
corporate bonds. Although not the focus, comments were also received on the primary markets and
derivative markets. However, virtually no comments were received about short-term instruments such as
commercial paper and money market instruments.
The survey focused on the activities of all market participants, not just the activities of regulated dealers.
The debt market participants interviewed included representatives from securities dealers, institutional
investors, issuers, inter-dealer brokers, retail market participants, ATSs, industry committees and
regulators. The IDA, the CSA and the two bond market committees were all involved in selecting the
appropriate cross section of interviewees and determining survey content.
This report identifies priority and secondary findings and perceived problems with respect to market
integrity and the regulation of the debt markets in Canada.
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III. SURVEY AND REPORTING PROCESS
Approach
To meet the requirements of this engagement, D&T utilized the following four-step process:

Step 1 - Planning
In the planning phase, we worked with the appointed PSC to confirm project objectives, timelines, and
deliverables.

Step 2 – Survey Development
We utilized a consultative approach in the development of the survey. We worked directly with the PSC
and obtained input from the CMC and the BMTC to develop a survey that identifies and addresses the
market issues from multiple perspectives.

Step 3 - Market Research
We utilized a structured interview approach to survey the market participants. We assured all
interviewees that interview results would be kept confidential so as to encourage a frank, open discussion
on potential issues in the market.

Step 4 – Reporting
This report compiles our findings and identifies key themes and perceived risks with respect to market
regulation of the debt markets in Canada.
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Profile Of Those Surveyed

Buy Side

No. of
Participant
Organizations
5

No. of
Survey
Responses
5

Sell Side

7

Committees

3

Departments
−

Portfolio Managers

11

−
−
−
−

Traders
Compliance
Management/Directors
Private Client Group
Management

3

−

Capital Markets
Committee of the IDA
Bond Market
Transparency
Committee
Legal and Compliance
Committee of the IDA

−
−
Inter-Dealer
Brokers

1

1

−
−

Management
Broker

Retail*

5

5

−

−

Management of online
broker(s)
Private Client Group
Management
Individual retail
investors
Compliance Officers

−
−

Issuers

3

3

−
−

CFO
Directors

Regulators

5

5

−

Various

Total

29

33

* Note:

During the survey process, we were able to obtain a significant amount of information on the
retail perspective through interviews with wealth management staff, in-house compliance
staff and on-line brokers in addition to the retail investor interviews conducted.

Note:

Two of the regulators and one retail investor answered the survey in writing as opposed to a
formal interview.
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IV. SURVEY FINDINGS
Introduction
The following survey findings are grouped into two categories. The first category of findings, called
Priority Findings, represents the key findings in the area of market integrity and other areas that will
provide focus and direction to the IDA or other regulatory body in the development of examination
procedures. The second category of findings, called Secondary Findings, represents the other findings
from the survey which are not directly related to market integrity, but that were widely raised by
interviewees in response to the questions in the survey. Secondary findings are mainly in the areas of
Market Structure and Regulatory Approach.

Priority Findings – Market Integrity
1.

Overall Market Integrity

The focus of the survey process was to identify whether market integrity issues exist in Canadian
secondary fixed income markets. Based on the results of our interviews, a majority of market
participants view market integrity as good, although a minority expressed concerns about specific trading
practices, as noted below. Very few examples of abuses or violations of market integrity were cited in
the interviews. Market integrity problems seem to be irregular events rather than frequent or ongoing
problems.
Some of the smaller dealers and one of the buy side participants hold an opposing view to the one above.
However, upon probing the issues it was determined that these parties are generally more concerned with
the fairness of the market in terms of their relative market power. They cited market structure issues
such as transparency, conflict of interest issues relating to the IDA, access to the IDB market and the
dominance of the large banks, over actual market integrity issues. These issues are described in the
section on Market Structure.
Large dealers tend to see market integrity as good and improving, as did most institutions. Most were
willing to comment on perceived problems such as frontrunning, and problems that existed in the past,
such as cornering of markets, which are no longer seen as issues.
To some degree, how the market treats participants seems to vary based on a participant’s size and
market power. The larger a participant is, the more weight it carries in the market, and the easier it is to
impose business sanctions on other market participants in the event it is not treated fairly. For instance,
for a period of time, firms may refuse to give business to a dealer, or dealers may give less favourable
quotes to an institution, whose practices they object to. Larger players also have access to more
information, both on screens and through word of mouth, and so are more aware of market prices and
trends, as well as the activities of other participants. Superior information yields more market power and
better enables a firm to safeguard its own interests in the marketplace.
1.1

Specific Market Integrity Issues

Interviewees were asked whether there are any market integrity issues or practices related to government
and corporate bonds that concern them. As stated above, very few concerns were cited in the interviews.
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Allocation of fills, priority of client orders, honouring quoted prices and best execution (except on the
retail side) were not considered to be issues.
Only two issues were highlighted in the interviews as possible areas of concern:
•
•

Possible occurrence of frontrunning by the dealers, and
Confidentiality of client orders and positions.

Comments were also made regarding games on broker screens and market manipulation; however, very
few interviewees saw problems in these areas.
1.1.1

Frontrunning

Many respondents commented on the issue of frontrunning, although it is not seen as a systemic problem
in the market. Interviewees said that it might occur occasionally, but that it is very difficult to
differentiate the practice of frontrunning from good risk management on the part of the dealers.
Respondents did not provide a clear definition of interpretation of frontrunning, but appear to see it as a
market maker using knowledge of a customer’s trading intentions or position when making trades or
changing quotes. Whether such practices technically constitute frontrunning is unclear, since the term is
not defined in Policy 5.
The sell side feels they are accused of frontrunning even when they are not engaging in such activities.
The buy side indicated that if you “shop the street” for price quotes, you face the risk of getting
frontrunned (or having the dealers trade on the basis of the information provided to them). Also,
institutional investors feel that self-policing actions are fairly effective in curbing occurrences of
frontrunning, so that it is not a prevalent practice anymore.
It was also stated that with increased transparency in the market, buy side accounts are able to detect
frontrunning more easily, should it occur. Therefore, instances of frontrunning should decline as
transparency increases.
“Traders are pushing prices up or down based on client calls for quotes or
expressions of interest.”
When clients ask for a quote or express an interest in a bond it is not equivalent to placing an order;
however, this is useful market information that traders may use to position themselves for a possible
move in the market. Such positioning can easily occur in a substitute security at the same point on the
yield curve. Positioning can be viewed as both acting against the interests of the customer and risk
management of the trader's position. The interpretation of the prohibition on frontrunning in Policy 5 is
an issue that regulators and the industry (both the buy and sell side) may need to address, based on the
feedback received.
Through the course of interviews, it became evident that there is a lack of consensus on whether
frontrunning does or does not occur. Participants are also not clear on whether certain dealer actions
constitute frontrunning or are really just a function of good risk management on the part of the dealers.
Some specific comments made about frontrunning in the interviews were:
“Traders often size up a client and ask if you are a buyer or a seller. During the conversation, the
trader goes and takes up the offering on the screen and he calls a market that is a bit higher (in the
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Inter Dealer Broker (“IDB”) market). Dealers claim that if they are aware of a client interest, they
need to take a position in the security in order to ensure the ability to provide a fill to the client.”
“If a trader isn’t in position to fill an order, frontrunning does happen, but then self-policing on the
part of clients also takes place to punish the dealer.”
“It’s a thing of the past.”
“Frontrunning may happen in the corporate market, but self-policing kicks in and make the dealers
prove their innocence to the buyer, or else the dealer will lose the client.”
“It’s hard to prove frontrunning, but it seems to happen often. It varies by institution and sometimes
by trader.”
“Frontrunning does occur, but not consistently. It’s hard to determine whether a dealer is trying to
manage their risk or is playing games.”
“Frontrunning exists as a defensive tactic more than anything else, but it’s on the decline because
customers realize you cannot call too many dealers for quotes anymore.”
In summary, as frontrunning is not formally defined in IDA Policy 5, market participants are left to their
own perceptions of what constitutes frontrunning. Additionally, if they believe frontrunning occurs, buy
side accounts can use self-policing mechanisms to punish perceived offenders.
1.1.2

Client Confidentiality

Client confidentiality refers to dealers and their traders maintaining the privacy of their clients’ identity
on orders and trades, and their clients’ positions in the market. Interviewees’ opinions differed on
whether maintenance of client confidentiality is an issue, with some seeing a high number of breaches of
confidentiality and others not. Buy side interviewees generally take the position that if you wish to
maintain confidentiality about your business, then you should tell the dealers as little as possible and be
careful not to “shop the street”. As such, it seems buy side clients anticipate confidentiality being a
problem if they disclose too much to the dealers. They respond by not disclosing too much, which limits
the scope of the problem.
“… a pension fund north of the 401 has a huge exposure to this part of the curve…”
“ You hear too many names being dropped.”
One dealer indicated that dealers do not need to violate client confidentiality because they can tell who
holds and who trades what bonds based on the fact that they know the markets so well. Dealers also
indicated that a breach of client confidentiality is a fireable offence in their organizations.
It must be noted that dealers are not the only parties to violate the duty of confidentiality. Some dealers
indicated that buy side accounts are the worst offenders in that they pressure dealers to disclose
information about the other side of the transaction or previous trades. Both large and small dealers
indicated that they refuse client requests to break confidentiality.
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1.1.3

Games on Broker Screens

A few interviewees commented that they cannot always trust the prices on the “broker screens” in that
the price may be the price the trader/dealer wants the market to react to. In posting such prices, a dealer
runs the risk that the bonds will get “lifted”, but may still take the chance in an attempt to move the
market. There is another check on such activity – if other traders’ prices do not change as well, then the
trader attempting to influence the direction of the market will appear out of line.
“CanPX is a “portrait” system, where you can paint a picture so that your competitor doesn’t
know what you are up to…”
1.1.4

Market Manipulation

Significantly, very few interviewees provided examples of market manipulation and the almost
unanimous view is that manipulation is a thing of the past. Past problems with market corners were
noted by some respondents.
A couple of isolated examples of manipulative actions were cited. One interviewee said dealers
sometimes make trades to force the price of an underlying bond through an options exercise price, thus
enabling the call holder to exercise their option to buy the bonds at that price. Otherwise, the call would
have expired worthless. Another example provided was the practice of a dealer widening the spread
between similar Canada and US bonds so the dealer can obtain greater profit when a client’s hedge
position is rolled forward (it costs more for the hedge due to a wider spread). The dealer would claim to
be managing risk but this could also be viewed as manipulation.
1.2

Other Issues

1.2.1

Complaints Received by Dealers

Complaints from institutions are generally dealt with as a business issue by the dealers, and not dealt
with by the compliance department. Dealers reported they rarely receive complaints on the institutional
side and when they do they usually relate to disputes about trade details. Most large dealers use tapes so
that they can be reviewed in the event of a complaint. However, it was stated that tapes don’t often
prove useful, as in a client-focused market such as the debt market, the client wins, whether right or
wrong.
1.2.2

Primary Markets

Several people commented on information flow from the syndication/underwriting side of the dealers to
trading, resulting in traders moving markets to influence prices quoted to issuers for new issues. They
said that Chinese walls between trading and investment banking are not effective in debt securities. One
interviewee said regulation was needed in this area. Only one interviewee commented on a difference
between government and corporate finance, indicating that the problem is much worse in the government
finance area.
“Basically, there is full disclosure between government finance and trading”.
Other than the preceding quote, respondents did not make a distinction between government financing
and corporate underwriting, indicating the problem arises in both areas. As such, this issue may require
further investigation.
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Summary
Market integrity is not seen as a problem by a majority of market participants. Some gamesmanship
appears to continue in quoting markets in order to influence market moves or to improve the trader’s
position. It is unclear whether market makers’ positioning and risk management actions in response to
expressions of interest by clients are a violation of Policy 5 or not, because frontrunning is not defined in
Policy 5.
Concerns about the confidentiality of clients’ orders, trades and positions exist in the market, although it
appears that most buy side participants have found their own methods of dealing with potential breaches
of confidentiality. Concerns about client confidentiality in the primary market may warrant further
investigation.

2.

IDA Policy 5

The degree of familiarity with Policy 5 varies, but overall its specific provisions are not well known in
the debt markets. Dealers’ traders, industry committees and regulators are aware of Policy 5 and are
generally familiar with its contents. Most sell side traders seem knowledgeable about the general
principles of the Policy, as opposed to specifics. Most buy side institutions are aware the Policy exists,
but are not aware of its contents.
It is important to note that the buy side is not very familiar with Policy 5 notwithstanding that Policy 5
states that clients of the dealers are expected to co-operate and abide by its principles.
“…previous attempts were made to encourage the Association for Investment Management and
Research (“AIMR”) and the Pension Fund Association to incorporate Policy 5 into their policies
for members, but little response was received…”
The following feedback on the effectiveness of Policy 5 was obtained from the limited number of
respondents who were familiar enough with the Policy to provide an opinion.
The majority of these respondents feel it is a sufficient code of conduct and is an effective tool for
regulating the wholesale debt markets. The general principles and guidelines listed in Policy 5 appear to
be well-accepted industry practice.
“…Policy 5 is sufficient on the basis that, if you are controlling the ethics of dealers,
you are controlling the market.”
Four interviewees suggested that Policy 5 would be effective only if enforced by the regulators. Such
enforcement of Policy 5 would require the regulators, particularly the IDA, to impose tougher sanctions
for serious violations of Policy 5, similar to action that would be taken by the National Association of
Securities Dealers (“NASD”) or the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC’) in the United States
for violations of US regulations.
However, responding to calls for stronger enforcement of rules where serious violations occur could be
difficult due to the vague nature of a number of provisions of Policy 5. Concepts such as frontrunning
and market manipulation may require interpretation or definition if they are to be successfully enforced
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using formal disciplinary processes. If an effective principles-based regulatory model is to be
maintained, regulators will be required to strike a careful balance in this area.
Suggested improvements to Policy 5 were limited. The following reflect one-off suggestions by
interviewees:
• Be more definitive in terms of practices it prohibits,
• Expand to include the derivatives market,
• Require the taping of internal communications,
• Require record retention and audit trails, and
• Refine indicia of market manipulation.
An interviewee from one of the large dealers feels the general nature of Policy 5 makes it a more
effective tool than it would be if prohibited practices were defined. In their view, the broad nature of the
document prohibits unethical behaviour in any form (i.e. intent) rather than prohibiting specific actions.
The broad principles provide guidance for the market, and more detailed rules of conduct should be
covered by internal dealer policies and procedures. Frontrunning was cited as an example. Because
frontrunning is difficult to define, it is better to prohibit the whole objective of frontrunning rather than
specific trading practices.
“…there would be ways of frontrunning, such as through the use of proxies and interrelated
products, that would fall outside the specific definition of frontrunning
and hence allow it to go as a non punishable offence…”
The counterview is that by defining specific trading practices that constitute frontrunning, it would be
much easier to hold a dealer accountable for frontrunning.
Summary
Policy 5 is seen by the majority of market participants as sufficient for regulating the wholesale fixed
income markets. However this view needs to be considered in light of how familiar market participants
really are with respect to the specific details of Policy 5. Outside of some traders in the dealers , it
appears that greater education and training efforts are needed on the contents of Policy 5 and any related
internal policies.

3.

Compliance Reviews

3.1

IDA Compliance Reviews

Many member interviewees indicated that the IDA does not review trading desk compliance on the debt
side, in contrast to extensive compliance reviews that are performed on the equities desk. Two traders
indicated they thought the IDA was supposed to develop such a program for bond desks, but it has not
happened. Several members said that they would appreciate increased contact with the IDA, from a
regulatory or policy standpoint. Communication with the Bank of Canada is much more extensive.
“…there was an intent that IDA would perform trade desk reviews and dealer reviews for
compliance with Policy 5, but it was never carried out.”
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Some members acknowledged that bond trading and positions may come up in the IDA’s standard
financial and sales compliance reviews, and could be subject to further investigation; however, there are
no procedures specific to debt market trading except a review of policies and procedures under IDA
Policy 5.
3.2

In-House Dealer Compliance

In-house dealer compliance departments do not see debt market trading as a high-risk area, unlike
equities, and therefore few dealers have detailed compliance policies or dedicated compliance resources
in the fixed income area. One reason given for debt trading’s relatively low risk status is that there are
more regulations and examinations on the equity side. The nature of the product is also a factor: equities
are inherently riskier products. Additionally, the IDA’s lack of presence in monitoring and enforcing
rules and standards for debt markets results in a lack of focus on debt market trading activities by
compliance.
Compliance officers stated that some review procedures are performed on the debt market trading
activities of their firms, but these procedures were not performed consistently across all firms. Internal
enforcement of policies and procedures and related supervisory obligations are also a concern,
particularly in smaller dealers where documented procedures and risk management systems in this area
may be non-existent.
Compliance procedures that are currently being performed by some dealers include:
• Tracking closing prices for the same bond across different inventories,
• Monitoring personal trading,
• Monitoring positions and closing prices,
• Ensuring traders are properly registered,
• Reviewing trade blotters/previous day’s trading,
• Looking for large bid/offer spreads,
• Looking for differences in how bonds are marked to market at end of day,
• Performing internal audits of the debt area,
• Appointing compliance officers responsible for trading desks, and
• Testing audit trails for accuracy.
The lack of industry minimum standards for internal compliance procedures, including areas such as
books and records requirements for orders and trades and mark to market procedures, may contribute to
compliance departments’ lack of attention to debt markets. Internal procedures and compliance
monitoring appear to vary widely. The development of industry standards or guidelines in this area
might be useful.
Sophisticated risk management systems and programs at the major dealers are reducing such problems in
areas such as ticketing and record-keeping by making it more difficult to circumvent procedures. The
issues are probably greater in smaller dealers with limited risk management and compliance systems in
place.
Compliance departments do not represent the full compliance function in a dealer. Risk management and
middle office functions must be considered as the reports that the risk management function examines
often cover management of trading and market risk and compliance with internal procedures required to
measure such risks. Dealers agreed that internal procedures problems are being eliminated through
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automation of processes and the more sophisticated risk management systems in the bank-owned dealers,
including development of electronic audit trails.
A couple of interviewees with experience working for major US dealers indicated that the compliance
programs of the Canadian dealers pale in comparison to those in the US dealers.
Summary
The IDA does not currently conduct compliance reviews focused on debt market trading, which in turn
reduces the degree of focus and the resources allocated to debt market activities by in-house compliance
departments. In-house compliance functions place little, if any, emphasis on debt market trading. Inhouse compliance procedures that do exist are not necessarily consistent across firms.

4.

Surveillance of the Debt Markets

All but two interviewees saw no need for market surveillance. They felt market surveillance would not
be effective in markets that trade on the basis of yield and that insufficient evidence exists of problems
that could be identified by market surveillance. In addition, on-line market surveillance would require a
trade reporting system, which is viewed as a technology project with a potentially huge price tag.
Development of rules and systems necessary to support a market surveillance program is considered to be
a very significant, industry-wide investment.
The general market consensus is that any need for market surveillance can be addressed by increased
transparency, because with increased transparency participants will be more readily able to identify
trading issues on their own. A few interviewees thought that in-house monitoring by internal compliance
for certain problems would serve as an effective alternative to external market surveillance.
Additionally, some regulators indicated that they already could obtain most of the data required to
construct an audit trail for investigative purposes.
Summary
Respondents do not believe real-time market surveillance is warranted due to lack of concern over debt
trading issues and the cost that would be incurred relative to the perceived benefits. A minority
supported the use of off-line (after the fact) surveillance reports.

5.

Retail Markets

The most prevalent theme in the Canadian fixed income markets based on our interview findings is that
the institutional and retail fixed income markets differ significantly in terms of issues. The perception of
a need for additional regulation, tailored for the retail market, to address such issues is widespread.
The concerns that were raised regarding the retail markets include:
• Suitability/sales practice issues for the retail investor,
• Concerns over unreasonable prices and/or unfair mark-ups, including lack of disclosure of markups and commissions charged on retail bond sales,
• Lack of transparency in market prices, and
• Lack of understanding of debt markets, including pricing, trading mechanisms and investment
risk associated with corporate bonds.
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When interviewees were asked about the need to regulate different segments of the fixed income markets
differently, the only area where people said separate regulatory frameworks are needed is in the retail
markets, primarily in the area of sales practices. IDA Policy 5 is in place as a code of conduct to regulate
trading in the wholesale debt markets. Of course specific regulation on conducting business with retail
investors exists today, in terms of securities regulation, IDA rules and policies, and IDA member
compliance policies and procedures. However, these standards were developed mainly in relation to
equity market products and issues, and compliance programs focus mainly on them.
5.1

Suitability

Compliance officers noted that historically, suitability has not been much of an issue in selling debt
products to retail clients. However, due to new factors, such as the decrease in government debt issuance
and related increase in corporate bond activity, and the desire of retail investors to balance their
portfolios with more debt content, suitability may become increasingly important. The institutional bond
markets are made up of sophisticated investors who have the technical market knowledge to select
appropriate investments to meet their needs and evaluate risk. The retail investor is generally much less
sophisticated. The more retail investors invest in fixed income products, the more important suitability
will become to the retail investor. With the advent of on-line brokerage services for fixed income
products, retail participation is increasing.
For example, one retail investor indicated that bonds are seen as safe havens and uses them for retirement
income. However, in the view of this retail investor, after seeing the price on one of his corporate bonds
drop significantly, he does not feel that the risk of investing in corporate bonds was adequately explained
or reflected in the interest rate on the bond. Additionally, reviews with his broker did not involve as
much detail on the bond investments as on the equity investments. The impact of the price decline was
increased by the fact that the retail investor does not have access to bond pricing information in order to
monitor the price of his bonds and thus protect his own interests. The broker failed to notify this investor
of the price decline in a timely manner.
This view was corroborated by one of the dealer respondents, who indicated that with the increase in the
variety and complexity of bond products (e.g. foreign bonds) suitability is becoming more important for
the retail investor. The retail investors said that to the extent that dealers offer investors advice on
corporate bonds, they should be held to higher standards. Two interviewees with specific responsibilities
for retail bond sales suggested that higher standards and training in the area of bonds and the debt
markets would help to ensure Investment Advisors are better qualified to recommend bond investments
to retail investors.
5.2

Price Transparency

Retail investors do not have access to any meaningful level of price transparency or comparative retail
price information on bonds. They rely on the prices quoted by their retail brokers. As indicated above,
retail investors generally cannot check the prices on bonds on a daily basis as they can with equities.
This lack of price transparency contributes to the problem of lack of transparency on mark-ups to retail
investors. Retail investors don’t know the price of their bonds before the mark-up and therefore cannot
determine what the mark-up or commission on their bond is. It also leads to problems with ongoing
valuation of bonds owned by the retail investor. If the retail investor does not have access to ongoing
price information, they cannot independently determine the market value of their bond investments and
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Dealer compliance staff said that it is not necessary for a broker to call clients to advise them of changes
in stock prices because clients can track them on their own, but clients cannot track fixed income prices
because they are not readily available. Retail investors using on-line brokerage services often have
access to prices of certain bonds, but they do not see prices across the whole market, just the price quoted
by the dealer. Retail investors do not have general access to bid/offer quotes or trade prices in the
market. (There is one ATS that is an exception to the extent that several dealers contribute to its prices.)
As retail participation in the bond markets increases, retail investors will be looking for the ability to
obtain more timely valuations on their bond investments, such as end of day pricing. Access to timelier
price information will help enable retail investors to safeguard their assets and take immediate action
should the value of their bonds decline.
5.3

Mark-ups

Interviewees felt that mark-ups on retail bond sales may require some sort of regulatory intervention. A
number of interviewees felt that the current mark-ups being charged are excessive. However, this was
more a general impression than a case of having specific evidence. One retail investor interviewed
indicated that he is not aware of what the mark-ups and/or commissions on bonds are. Another more
sophisticated retail investor felt that mark-ups may be excessive because bonds are marked up at each
stage of the transaction process and these mark-ups are not visible to the retail investor.
“There is no risk taken by dealers for the transactions in the retail markets, so why should the
costs for retail investors be so high?”
From the perspective of the sell side, certain fixed transaction costs must be covered on the sale of a
bond, regardless of the size of the sale, and these costs are covered by the mark-up. Therefore, on the
sale of smaller denominations of bonds, these transaction costs account for a greater percentage of the
cost of the bond.
Since retail investors do not have access to any meaningful level of price transparency, they cannot
determine either the dealer’s inventory cost or the current wholesale price of a bond. Retail investors
cannot determine the amount of mark-up or commission since trades are confirmed on a net basis and
mark-ups and commissions are not disclosed to the retail investor. As a result, retail investors cannot
effectively negotiate pricing or mark-ups.
Mark-up grids appear to be in place in a number of larger dealers to provide guidance on mark-ups to
Investment Advisors. These grids provide a guideline on mark-ups and are not strictly enforced in-house.
The firms generally centralize responsibility for monitoring mark-ups charged in comparison to the markup grids. However, grids were not being used in all dealers interviewed. The purpose of the mark-up
grids is to communicate minimum, maximum and recommended mark-ups on bonds for Investment
Advisors to follow. The suggested mark-ups vary based on the value and term of the bond. One
interviewee also stated that his organization provides a choice to the retail broker of charging a
commission or a mark-up.
“It’s important just to let the retail investor know that mark-ups are not regulated and
show the retail investor the wholesale bid/ask vs. the retail bid/ask.”
Several compliance officers indicated that mark-ups are reviewed daily by the head of retail sales, the
bond desk, or compliance and exception reports may be utilized. Mark-ups may also be reviewed via
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retail branch reviews and retail compliance surveillance reviews that are intended to cover all client
activity.
5.4

Best Execution

Retail investors are purchasing bonds from dealer inventory, and best execution duty is generally not
addressed or considered to apply. Retail/wealth management interviewees indicated that there is always
the option to go outside their own dealer to purchase bonds for retail clients, but practically speaking, this
doesn’t occur.
Some of the members’ compliance representatives indicated that competition exists on the retail side as
retail brokers need to provide the best priced products (yield) or the customers will go elsewhere or buy
an alternative product, such as a GIC. Additionally, Investment Advisors may negotiate better prices for
bonds on behalf of their clients. However, the principle of best execution is not complied with in the
retail markets as bonds are expected to be sold from dealer inventory and as such, no real competition
exists.
“Every dealer is a market, so an obligation to canvass other dealers for better prices
doesn’t exist.”
5.5

Complaints

Regulators indicated that complaints from retail investors are rare and when made generally concern
suitability issues with respect to high-risk securities.
In the opinion of the dealers, complaints regarding debt market activities generally arise because retail
investors do not understand the market and how bonds are priced. Some causes of complaints identified
in the interview process included:
•
•
•
•

Changes in bond ratings not being properly explained to retail clients,
Bond mutual funds not being explained properly to retail clients (i.e. investors not understanding
why they don’t get 5% on the bond fund when the underlying bonds are paying 5%),
Retail investors not understanding the risks associated with bond funds and income trusts, and
Retail investors not understanding what they are paying to conduct a transaction (i.e. mark-ups
and commissions).

Based on the above observations, interviewees suggested that increased transparency for the retail
investor and some further investigation on the issue of retail mark-ups should be considered as part of
this exercise.
“…the retail investor may be paying too much for corporate bonds and the average retail investor
may not be holding a balanced portfolio that includes bonds due to the lack of
price transparency.”
Summary
The issue of mark-ups and commissions on bonds for retail investors is an area at risk for abuse. The
problem seems to stem primarily from the lack of price transparency to the retail investor. Interviewees
recognize this and agree that the concerns over mark-ups should be examined further. It may be possible
to encourage self-policing of mark-ups if the prices of bonds, and mark-ups/commissions are visible to
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the retail investor. However, just how to make prices transparent to the retail investor is an issue in
itself.
In summary, the risk of abuse in the retail sector is materially increased by several factors, encompassing
market structure, trading practices and sales compliance such as:
• Lack of transparency for retail investors,
• Lack of transparency for retail brokers,
• Lack of compliance with best execution duty,
• Lack of focus from compliance and internal risk management (see Compliance Reviews Section),
• Lack of focus in IDA regulatory activities (see Compliance Reviews Section).

6.

The Complaints Process

The large dealers see the IDA’s CMC as a useful forum to discuss issues and problems in the bond
markets. Institutional clients generally do not raise issues to the CMC, according to members of this
committee.
One institution interviewed had raised a complaint to the CMC, which addressed the issue by making a
policy change. Apparently the matter was never referred to the IDA Member Regulation Department.
After the CMC addressed the matter, the IDA failed to communicate its resolution back to the institution.
This case and general feedback on the survey illustrates the lack of a clear process for handling
institutions’ complaints at the IDA. Suggestions that a better complaints process be instituted at the IDA
were received.
Several respondents indicated that they turn to the Bank of Canada with a complaint before turning to the
IDA. The Bank often receives the first call from market participants when there is an issue to be resolved
in the market (such as complaints on repo transactions, complaints from individual traders, etc.). Market
participants indicated that this occurs because the Bank is seen as independent, knowledgeable and
consultative in their approach to resolving market issues. The IDA is seen as the voice of the large
dealers and is used as a forum to engage the dealers in an issue.
One retail investor we spoke with was unaware of a process for complaints outside complaining directly
to his broker or dealer. He was unaware that an issue could be taken to the IDA.
Summary
Market participants, in particular institutions, are not aware of any formal channels for communicating
their complaints about fixed income markets, especially with respect to market integrity issues. The
complaints process that exists is not transparent to market participants.

7.

Derivatives

Very few interviewees commented on the derivatives market. Those that did comment indicated that one
must be a sophisticated investor to deal in derivatives. It was also stated that bond market derivatives
players are currently not being held to the same standard as the smaller cash players – it is a “buyer
beware” environment. Derivative transactions can have an impact on the cash markets but the impact is
only visible to players knowledgeable in the derivatives markets.
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Certain market integrity issues were identified such as:
“…mini-manipulation may go on in the derivatives market in order to push prices up to the
exercise price of derivatives contracts.”
“…dealers may attempt to influence spreads by widening spreads between similar Canadian and
US bonds so that the dealer can obtain a greater profit on a client’s hedge when the
position is rolled forward.”
One of the market committees suggested that Policy 5 be expanded to cover the derivatives markets.
Summary
Minimal feedback was received on the derivatives market and more research is required in this area.

Secondary Findings – Market Structure and Regulatory Approach
1.

Transparency in the Markets

1.1

Price Transparency

Price transparency varies depending on the type of security and on the type of market participant.
Government bonds are seen as having good price transparency, but the more illiquid the bond, the less
price transparency that exists. The less price transparency, the more sophisticated the investor needs to
be to participate in the particular market and the greater the potential for abuse in that market. Survey
respondents noted problems with transparency in illiquid issues.
The consensus view, described more fully below, is to increase transparency incrementally to benefit the
market in the long run, but without exposing the dealers to too much additional risk, which would likely
hurt liquidity.
“As a general rule, when the bond is less liquid, as an investor, you need to be more
sophisticated.”
“Essentially, the less liquid the bond, the more magnified any problems in the market get.”
“Publishing the prices on benchmark bonds would be okay but illiquid bonds are hard to
price and are all over the map so trying to quote prices will be too confusing to the
investor and often will be quoted in error (for example, the quotes they show
in the Globe and Mail are often incorrect)”.
Transparency levels also vary based on type and size of participant. For the large dealers, for example,
market prices are quite transparent due to access to the IDB market and a range of screens, in addition to
information garnered by traders on the phone. Transparency levels diminish through various levels of
dealers and institutional investors. At the other end of the spectrum, retail investors have access to
minimal, if any, price transparency (as discussed in the Retail Markets section).
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The need for increased price transparency was identified as one of the top concerns of about 25% of
interviewees. A majority believe that transparency could be further enhanced without a negative impact
on liquidity, although large dealers tend to be more satisfied with current levels. All participants agreed
that increasing transparency must be carefully managed to gauge the impact on liquidity. Such an
improvement in transparency would also result in improved market integrity and ability to self-police the
market, and reduce the need for intrusive regulation.
Interviewees often stated that the optimal level of transparency was not necessarily full transparency and
that small steps should be taken when increasing transparency so that the effect on the market and the
dealers’ risk positions could be measured, and to avoid potential damage to the markets by increasing
transparency too much. This is particularly true for the corporate bond market, which is already viewed
as an illiquid market.
1.2

CanPX and Price Transparency

Opinion is split 60:40 as to the usefulness of CanPX for providing price transparency to the markets.
The large dealers are actually less confident than investors that CanPX displays accurate market prices.
For instance, prices vary based on the size of order, but CanPX only shows a price for minimal size. If
the price on the screen is better than what would be offered for the actual volume to trade, a market
maker may be pressured to trade at or close to the price on CanPX, even though the CanPX price is based
on a different volume.
Institutional investors and issuers applaud CanPX as being a good source of price transparency and say
that market prices are less volatile with CanPX. They like the ability to compare the price a dealer will
commit to, to the displayed price. Investors and issuers clearly find the information available today via
CanPX much better relative to the situation prior to its introduction. However, statements were made
that CanPX only provides partial visibility and may not reflect the current market on a security.
1.3

Volume Transparency

Displaying volume is seen as a barrier to trade. Both sides feel that the buy side will use the telephone
market if they are required to disclose trade volumes via an electronic reporting system.
Summary
The market welcomes incremental increases in price transparency. Many market participants believe
increases in transparency reduce the need for increased regulation as it makes participants’ activity more
visible. Incremental increases to transparency should be staged until the optimal level (not necessarily
the maximum level) of transparency is reached. Participants oppose increasing volume transparency.

2.

Market Liquidity

The top priority issue among market participants is a concern over liquidity in the Canadian debt
markets. The Government of Canada bond markets are seen as liquid, provincials less liquid and most
corporate bonds as illiquid. A number of interviewees stated that the bond markets are becoming
commoditized and that the dealers are not putting as much capital into the market due to narrowing
spreads and declining profitability. The increased consolidation in the industry is cited as one of the
main causes for decreasing liquidity.
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Nevertheless, in relative terms, liquidity in the Canadian market is seen as good given the limited size of
the market in Canada compared to the US market. Several participants advocated a move towards
increased transparency as a means of improving liquidity and trading volumes, as long as transparency is
increased incrementally. On the other hand, a move towards increased regulation of the debt markets
concerns many interviewees because they feel it would only serve to reduce liquidity as increased market
scrutiny would lead to increased costs and decreased profits, and thus to decreased trading and decreased
liquidity.
Summary
The priority of market participants is to maintain or improve the current liquidity in the Canadian
markets. Liquidity is a concern even though it is considered fairly good given the relative size of the
Canadian market as compared to the US market.

3.

Market Structure and Innovation

The Canadian bond markets are dominated by a small group of large dealers or market makers. Some
smaller dealers and certain others expressed concerns about the degree of market power exerted by the
big market makers. They cited instances of anti-competitive action being taken by the large dealers
which makes it difficult for other players and new entrants to gain entry to the market or to obtain the
infrastructure needed to become one of the “inside players”. An example cited is that smaller dealers
cannot gain access to certain ATSs and the IDBs because of the costs of entry and other requirements
established by the major dealers.
“Big dealers tried to keep the small dealers from getting access to the screen because the small
dealers don’t position.”
Several interviewees suggested that the development of CanPX was delayed because it was not in the
competitive best interests of the large dealers and therefore, the large dealers through their dominant
position in the IDA, erected barriers to the development of CanPX. One interviewee commended the
OSC for finally pushing this initiative ahead. In contrast, the large dealers see the current market making
system working well for customers.
An interesting comment made by about 25% of the participants was that the Canadian bond markets lack
innovation in comparison with other markets, especially the US market.
“…the whole movement to “e” platforms has been slowed down by bank-owned dealers…”
A number of disincentives to innovation were noted. For example, consolidation in the industry reduces
large dealers’ incentives to invest in innovation because they can maintain their dominant positions and
profitability in the market without making such commitments. Those willing to invest in innovation
would need to forecast a sizeable return on investment, but would need to break into the “inner circle” of
dealers that dominate the marketplace in order to successfully capitalize on such investments. However,
such comments contradict with major dealers’ commitments to ATS and their strategies for increasing
automation.
One regulatory interviewee believes that the current regulatory structure in Canada has had a negative
impact on innovation in the debt markets.
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“The ATS rules, which were intended to be forward looking and helpful, turned out to be an
impediment to the development of the market and actually make it more difficult to
operate an ATS in Canada.”
Additionally, some participants, especially foreign entrants, feel that the regulatory burden in Canada is
disproportionate to the perceived opportunity here because of duplication and overlap in the roles of the
provincial securities commissions, which creates excessive complexity and regulatory costs.
Summary
Intermediaries and dealers outside of the bank-owned firms believe that the current market structure
makes it difficult for smaller dealers and foreign entrants to compete in the market. According to some
interviewees, regulatory barriers and the high degree of concentration in the marketplace have reduced
competition and slowed innovation in the Canadian marketplace.

4.

Regulatory Approach

4.1

Roles of Regulators in the Debt Markets

For the purposes of categorizing respondents and maintaining the confidentiality of responses, we have
grouped the Investment Dealers Association, the securities commissions, the Bank of Canada and the
Department of Finance as “regulators”. It is recognized that the federal institutions are not regulators,
but they are widely viewed as important institutions in establishing market standards.
Investment Dealers Association of Canada:
The IDA is seen as the most knowledgeable regulatory body in the debt markets, however market
participants, including IDA members, do not view the IDA as a proactive regulator of the bond markets.
For instance, IDA compliance examinations do not focus on debt trading. The firms we spoke to do not
remember being subject to a trade desk review, and traders say they have virtually no exposure to IDA
staff.
Survey respondents described the IDA’s current regulatory approach as reactive, with complaints and
issues addressed only as they arise. Problems appear to be dealt with from a policy, as opposed to a
regulatory, point of view – for instance, through discussion at the CMC.
Members are split on the IDA’s approach: most agree that the IDA’s mandate is not to act as a hands-on
market regulator, and do not see a need to change its mandate significantly. On the other hand, the
majority feel the IDA should increase its presence in the market and that its regulatory activities should
address the fixed income market.
Ten respondents made comments specifically about the conflict of interest between the IDA’s SRO
responsibilities and its industry association status. Institutions and small dealers feel the IDA needs to do
a better job of managing this conflict. The large dealers see the IDA as quite effective in its role as
currently defined.
In spite of these concerns, 75% of those interviewed who have an opinion on the matter, believe the IDA
would be the most suitable regulatory body to regulate the debt markets in Canada if or to the extent that
expanded market regulation is needed. The consensus however, is not to expand regulation. The main
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strengths of the IDA are that the organization understands the market, and that it is a national body. (It is
not a recognized SRO in Quebec but nevertheless plays an active role there.)
Bank of Canada (“the Bank”):
The Bank of Canada is almost universally well respected amongst bond market participants for its market
knowledge and consultative approach, as well as ongoing communication with traders and executives in
keeping track of market activity and trends. The Bank’s market monitoring activities rely significantly
on this two-way communication and relationships with participants. The Bank conducts market research,
closely monitors market activity and developments and applies their knowledge and understanding to
help solve market problems. Almost all market participants feel comfortable turning to the Bank as the
first resource when issues arise in the market. While the Bank is interested in overall market trends and
any unusual activity or market issues, their focus is naturally on the market for Canada bonds.
Department of Finance (“Finance”):
For the purposes of this survey, the Department of Finance is considered in terms of its oversight
responsibilities for the Canadian debt markets and not in its role as issuer. Finance maintains an interest
in the Canadian fixed income markets similar to that of the Bank, but its presence is less visible.
Interviewees did not have regular dealings with Finance, and hence do not see Finance as a major
influencer.
The Bank and Finance rely heavily on informal and “behind the scenes” actions, namely moral suasion,
to address problems such as market integrity concerns. Consequently, the regulatory process can appear
discretionary; it lacks clarity in the rules and transparency in the process. Some market participants feel
this approach favours the major market players.
Canadian Securities Administrators:
Apart from the transparency and ATS initiatives, respondents do not feel the commissions play a visible
role in the markets. People consider their job mainly as protecting the retail investor. The commissions
are not considered to be knowledgeable or experienced in the debt markets. A comment heard frequently
is that the CSA has attempted to apply equity market principles to the debt markets.
Many interviewees expressed concerns about the CSA’s failure to consult other stakeholders adequately
when addressing issues and developing proposals. However, it was noted by some that the CSA is now
striving to be more consultative with the market.
4.2

Regulator Best Suited to Take on Lead Role as Regulator for the Debt Markets

The survey asked what regulatory body is best suited to take a lead role as regulator for the debt markets.
A majority of respondents (2/3 of those who provided a direct response) favour the IDA as the primary
front-line regulator of the debt markets, if an organization is to be designated to perform additional
market regulation services. The two main reasons given to support this view were:
•
•

The IDA is a national organization, and
The IDA understands the debt markets.

The direct involvement of participating firms in the IDA’s process was mentioned as a significant source
of expertise and practical solutions to problems. A few interviewees favoured the Bank or the CSA for
the lead role, but acknowledged this wasn’t really practical for various reasons.
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A number of participants, especially on the buy side and among small dealers, stated that the IDA must
deal with its conflicts of interest in order to become an effective regulator of debt markets. Comments in
this area suggested that the IDA has not recognized these conflicts in its processes for handling debt
market issues; i.e. there is a perception that its industry association and regulatory policy functions are
not separate with respect to debt markets.
It was generally recognized that the CSA, the Bank of Canada and the Department of Finance should
continue to be involved in market regulation issues as each has a useful role to play in this area.
The majority of participants and regulators expressed concerns over standards of investor protection for
retail investors, and recognized that regulation of the retail side of the bond markets may need to be
enhanced. Since the IDA plays the primary front-line role in retail sales compliance, this view reinforces
the preference for relying on the IDA to carry out any expanded supervision. The issues surrounding this
are discussed in more detail in the Retail Markets section of this report.
4.3

Self-Policing Mechanisms

Over 85% of those who responded indicated that the wholesale debt markets in Canada are largely selfpolicing and that this mechanism is reasonably effective for regulating the markets. These respondents
represent all parts of the institutional fixed income market, including buy side accounts. The only
dissenting views on this model came from smaller dealers in the market, which is likely a function of
their size – the larger the participant, the greater the ability to employ a self-policing approach by
“punishing offenders” by withholding business. Many of the buy side accounts reported withholding
business from one or more dealers in the past, but it is not a regular occurrence.
Consolidation in the industry is seen by some as facilitating the self-policing regulatory model in that the
fewer the players, the easier it is to identify unethical behaviour in the market because the actions of all
players are more visible. In addition, activity is concentrated with major intermediaries that employ
advanced risk management and compliance programs. Increased transparency for the wholesale market
is also considered to facilitate the effectiveness of self-policing, by making trading activity more visible.
4.4

Regulatory Approach to the Debt Markets

Market participants and the majority of regulators (as defined for this Report) are satisfied with the
current regulatory approach to the debt markets. Market participants do not feel sufficient market
integrity issues exist to warrant increased regulation. Concerns are widespread over the increased
regulatory burden and costs that would flow from the adoption of additional rules and regulatory
monitoring and oversight. During interviews, people frequently commented that they did not see any
issues or problems that would justify expanded regulation.
In response to the question of whether the current scope of regulation is about right, the majority agreed
that it is. A minority stated that improvements could be made. No one felt the markets are overregulated and only two said they are under-regulated. Several regulators support the position of market
participants and view the fact that very few complaints are received from the markets as a sign that all is
well. Certain regulators do not support the adoption of new regulations until a persistent problems arises
in the market that must be addressed, based on the belief that additional regulation can have unintended
consequences for the efficient functioning of the markets and may unnecessarily increase the cost of
regulation.
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Even those who expressed greater concern about the fairness of the market did not view regulation as an
effective response, preferring to rely on structural improvements such as greater transparency and
encouraging competition and innovation.
One regulator indicated that the dearth of complaints might be due to the lack of transparency in the
market combined with the absence of a central database of prices to compare transactions to.
4.5

Improving the Regulatory Process

Respondents suggest that the current regulatory approach could be improved through:
•
•
•

Increased consultation with the market participants
Increased understanding of the debt markets among the securities commissions, and
Increased contact among the regulators and the dealers.

The last suggestion is primarily aimed at increasing the IDA’s involvement with the markets and dealers.
Three dealers and two of the committees interviewed specifically suggested that the IDA visit dealers
more and take on a more proactive role in keeping tabs on the markets. They also feel the IDA should
increase monitoring of compliance with current regulations and rules, and solicit feedback from the
market on their performance as a regulator.
4.6

Regulatory Structure in Canada

A prevalent theme expressed by interviewees is their dissatisfaction and concern with the current
fragmented regulatory structure in Canada. They are frustrated with duplication and overlap among the
provincial securities commissions and strongly favour a national regulator. Interviewees felt that the
current regulatory structure in Canada adds costs and complexity to operating in Canada (for example, in
the areas of reporting and registering). If one provincial commission signs off on compliance or approves
a registration, there is no guarantee that the other provincial commissions will follow suit. This can serve
as a barrier to entry and at a minimum increases costs of entry.
A number of respondents commented that the burden is higher for innovative new businesses such as
TradeWeb because the practical application of new regulations, such as the ATS rule, is unclear and
subject to multiple interpretations. Many see TradeWeb’s departure as illustrative of problems with the
system.
4.7

Enforcement

Several interviewees stated that market regulation would benefit from increased enforcement action when
serious violations are identified. These people view informal and non-public remedies and sanctions as
inadequate responses to issues such as market manipulation. Failure to take strong action when “real
issues” arise encourages a lax approach to compliance, in their perception.
“The problem in Canada is that there are no criminal charges involved when you break the
regulations – you just pay a fine and you’re back in business.”
“To date there is very little or no disciplinary action on debt trading (e.g. wrist slapping). The
OSC is the one who has the disciplinary power but doesn’t have the knowledge.
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The individual dealers have disciplined their own people but not
the IDA. Serious violations should be
dealt with seriously.”
“We need a regulator with the standing machinery and penalizing power to punish those
parties that violate.”
4.8

Regulatory Burden1

The cost of additional regulation is a concern for many debt market participants; for example, if action is
taken as a result of this project to increase regulation of the debt markets. The cost of additional
regulation refers not only to the direct implementation and operational costs that would be incurred, but
also the negative impact on liquidity in the market and the number of players in the market. Essentially,
the view appears to be that higher regulatory scrutiny and costs will lead to reduced trading and
profitability, leading to decreased liquidity and market efficiency.
In addition, the risk of over-regulation was often cited as a regulatory risk, because of the detrimental
effects it may have on the market such as reducing liquidity and driving business out of the country.
“…there is a need to have a quantitative economic analysis (cost/benefit analysis) done of any
proposed change to regulation and any regulation should be based on market based
incentives rather than be prescriptive regulation.”
Summary
The IDA is seen as a knowledgeable but not proactive regulatory body in the debt markets. The Bank of
Canada is highly respected for its knowledge of the debt markets and consultative approach to addressing
issues and helping to solve market problems. The Department of Finance is seen in much the same light
as the Bank, however, much less involved directly in the debt markets. The CSA are seen as having little
knowledge and experience in the debt markets.
The current regulatory approach is reactive rather than proactive and principles-based rather than
prescriptive. This approach is supported in concept by most regulators and most market participants.
Most interviewees do not see a need to change the current regulatory approach to the bond markets
(although specific improvements were suggested). The market’s self-policing mechanism is considered
to be reasonably effective.
Market participants feel that increased, unnecessary and costly regulation will have a negative impact on
liquidity and that a cost/benefit analysis of proposed regulation should be performed prior to introducing
additional regulation.
According to the majority of respondents, the IDA is the regulatory body best suited to take on any
increased regulatory role in the debt markets, if it is determined that more regulation is needed. The fact
that Canada currently lacks a national regulator for the capital markets is viewed as a major concern by

1

Note: A report by Conference Board of Canada is expected to be released in September regarding the cost of regulation of the debt markets in
Canada and should be consulted when released.
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market participants. Some participants would also like to see increased enforcement of current
regulations.

5.

Jurisdictional Issues

The issue of whether the rules and principles set out in Policy 5 should apply to institutions trading in the
wholesale markets, as well as to member dealers of the IDA, arose in discussions with survey
respondents. Some representatives of dealers are of the view that standards of conduct imposed on
participants should apply equally to all participants in the wholesale markets, especially since dealers act
primarily as principal, not as agent.
However, all recognize that the jurisdiction of the IDA is limited to its member firms, and that any
proposal to extend its jurisdiction to non-member participants such as institutional investors would raise
complicated issues, including the question of whether the IDA would be the appropriate regulatory body
to fulfill such a role. Most participants felt that the IDA could not assume jurisdiction over non-dealers
without making fundamental changes to its organization and governance structure, including addressing
the perceived conflict of interest between its role as an industry association and its role as a selfregulatory organization.
“The IDA needs to increase their responsiveness to the concerns of institutional accounts.”
“The buy side would need input into the IDA governance structure.”
Respondents noted that the IDA’s role as a self-regulatory body in the Over-The-Counter (“OTC”) debt
markets is different than a regulator of a centralized market like an exchange. The IDA is regulating the
dealer participants in the market (as well as firms performing an agency broker role), as opposed to a
central marketplace. As such, its regulatory mandate and activities are different – the rules apply mainly
to dealers’ conduct. A full-fledged code governing the operation of the marketplace does not exist.
“As long as the IDA is responsible for member regulation, then things work well, but if they deal
with market regulation, the IDA’s role would be far more compromised and conflicted.”
Summary
In considering the issue of how all participants in the debt markets might be regulated in a comprehensive
manner, survey participants noted two jurisdictional or conflict issues the IDA would face if it were
asked to perform such a role. If the IDA were to regulate institutional clients’ compliance with market
conduct rules, governance and jurisdictional issues would arise. Secondly, similar issues would arise if
the IDA were to regulate electronic debt markets, which could extend the IDA’s role from “member
regulator” to “market regulator”.

6.

Regulatory Arbitrage

At the outset of the project, the issue was raised as to whether intermediaries could avoid provincial
securities regulation by the CSA and/or IDA regulation of its member firms by moving trading activities
from securities dealers into federally regulated institutions. The issue pertains mainly to the banks,
which carry on securities-related activities in both the bank and a dealer subsidiary. If jurisdiction
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shopping did occur, the result would be regulatory arbitrage that would limit the effectiveness of efforts
to enhance market regulation.
Very few survey respondents are concerned about regulatory arbitrage. The general view is it is quite
unlikely that trading activities would be moved simply in order to circumvent regulatory requirements.
In any event, certain banks carry out many fixed income market activities within the bank itself today.
Capital requirements, but not securities regulation, are currently a factor in locating capital-intensive
operations. One of the market committees interviewed did indicate that trading activities could be
moved if costly and excessive regulations were adopted.
As a practical matter, it is important that Policy 5 has the backing of federal regulators. This backing has
legal force in the terms of participation for Government of Canada auctions, which require adherence to
the code of conduct in Policy 5 for Government Securities Distributors. The Bank of Canada and the
Government may impose sanctions for violations, as stipulated in the document. It appears that similar
backing from federal regulators or other arrangements would be necessary if additional market regulation
requirements are introduced at the SRO level.
Although capital requirements are the driving force behind decisions to locate certain debt trading or
inventory positions in federally-regulated institutions, other factors such as SRO sales compliance issues
relating to suitability requirements and registration requirements may be factors too, to the extent that
these requirements are applied only to registered securities dealers.
Summary
Practically speaking, the risk of dealers avoiding market regulation by moving trading activities
intoaffiliated banks is low. To the extent that such activities are housed there, it appears that the banks
would need to agree to be bound by any new IDA requirements, in a similar fashion to Policy 5.
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APPENDIX 1
Survey Questions

Debt Market Regulation Survey
Category (circle one):

Regulators / Issuers / Buy Side/ Sell Side / Bond Committee /
Inter-Dealer Brokers / Retail

Organization:

________________________________

Date:

________________________________

Interviewee:

________________________________

Position:

________________________________

Department/Division/Function:

________________________________

Interviewers:

________________________________

Background Information:
1. Please give us an overview of your organization’s participation in the debt markets in Canada
Please outline the range and scale of your debt market activities.
2. Please explain how your department fits within your organization:
What is your department responsible for/what is its function?
What other departments/functions do you interface with?
What external parties does your department interface with/who do you deal with?
3. Please explain your role and responsibilities within your organization.
Common Questions:
1. Explain your overall impression of the quality and efficiency of the debt markets in Canada in terms
of pricing, liquidity, timeliness of transactions, conflicts of interest and the like, (by segment) such
as:
Government
Retail
Corporate
Institutional
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2. Explain your overall impression of the market integrity (i.e. fairness or ethics) of the debt markets in
Canada.
3. In your view, should different segments of the debt market be regulated differently? Please explain
why or why not. (Institutional vs. retail, corporate vs. government)
4. What incentives exist to trade debt securities in one part of your organization as compared to
another?
5. If there is identified to be a need, do you think administrative arrangements or agreements could be
made to ensure uniform regulation of the debt markets across all participants? By whom and
covering what areas? Please explain.
Trading Activities
6. In your view, what works well about the Canadian debt markets? What doesn’t?
7. Are there any issues or practices related to government and corporate bonds in the debt markets that
concern you?
Can you provide specific examples?
Have your encountered these things directly or have you witnessed them?
How often do these practices occur?
Prompts for Questions 7: [raise each in turn]
Trading practices (presence of deceptive or manipulative practices?)
Transparency – in terms of both price and volume (sufficient or lacking) [purpose – relates to
CanPX, are there any issues in the market caused by or related to transparency?]
Frontrunning of client orders
Client confidentiality (failure to maintain it?)
Retail Trading Only
Allocation of fills among clients in the secondary market (equitable?)
Priority to client orders in the secondary market
Honouring quoted prices
Price mark-ups (wholesale? retail?)
Best execution obligation (acting as agent)
Compliance and Regulators Only
Quality of records of orders and trades (audit trail)
Quality of compliance policies and procedures (by regulators, firms)
Quality of compliance monitoring and review (by regulators, firms)
Supervision of trading desk
Appropriateness and effectiveness of current regulatory requirements
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Regulation
8. Are you familiar with the IDA’s current policies and regulatory activities relating to the debt market?
Are you familiar with the roles of other regulatory bodies in the regulation of the debt market?
Primary auction and secondary trading?
9. From a risk management standpoint, what would you say are the major/significant regulatory risks in
the debt markets today?
10. How do you manage these risks? In your opinion, how prepared is the industry to manage these risk
and why?
11. Generally, what is your impression of the IDA’s role in regulating the bond markets? Explain how
effective their regulatory requirements are?
12. Generally, what is your impression of the OSC’s (or other Provincial Securities Commission as
applicable) role in regulating the bond markets? Explain how effective their regulatory requirements
are?
13. Generally, what is your impression of the Bank of Canada’s role in regulating the bond markets?
Explain how effective their regulatory requirements are?
14. Generally, what is your impression of OSFI’s role in regulating the bond markets? Explain how
effective their regulatory requirements are?
15. What is your opinion of the scope and the quality of regulatory oversight of the debt markets by each
regulator mentioned above?
Prompts:
Too little / too much?
Focus of oversight?
Effective monitoring, surveillance and enforcement?
16. How familiar are you with IDA Policy #5?
(i.e. never heard of it, know of it, read it, know its contents well).
17. How has your organization implemented the guidelines specified in Policy #5? How do they monitor
compliance with Policy #5?
18. How sufficient is Policy #5 for regulating the debt market trading? Why?
19. In your view, what improvements to Policy #5 are needed, if any? (Note: refer back to the problems
or issues that they raised previously, if any.)
20. What additional steps, if any, do you think regulators should take to ensure the proper functioning of
the market and to prevent against the issues and risks raised above (if any)?
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21. Do you think market surveillance of debt market trading is needed or would be beneficial? Please
explain why or why not.
If you think market surveillance is needed, what approach would be most effective?
(For example, on-line surveillance, real time, off-line review of exception reports, spot checks,
regular trade desk reviews.)
22. In your view, what regulatory body is best suited to take a lead role as regulator for the debt markets?
Why?
23. Is there anything else you feel we should know?
Specific Stakeholder Questions
Regulators Only:
1. Please explain your regulatory role. Where does your jurisdiction come from? What is your
mandate?
2. What is your exposure to the debt markets and what work do you do in the debt markets?
3. To your knowledge, have the regulators developed or discussed potential solutions to ensure uniform
regulatory standards apply in the debt markets?
4. In order to ensure uniform regulatory standards apply to all debt market participants, do you think it
is important to co-ordinate the regulation of debt market participants? In what areas? Could/should
the regulation of all debt market participants be subject to the oversight of one regulator?
5. In your opinion, who should be the regulator(s) on the debt side?
Compliance Only:
1. Are there specific types of issues or concerns in the debt markets that you are aware of or that you
feel need addressing given your compliance background?
2. What are the major kinds of complaints your firm receives about the debt markets side of your
business? Approximately how many complaints do you get annually in this area? From whom?
3. How does your organization supervise its bond trading desk?
Issuers Only:
1. Are investors in debt securities adequately protected by the existing regulation of the market?
2. Are there any practices in the market that affect the liquidity or trading of your bonds?
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APPENDIX 2
IDA Policy 5
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